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This presentation demonstrates the use of the GEOSS Common Infrastructure (GCI) brokering components to
provide harmonized access and potential discovery to the set of model outputs and observation-based benchmark
data into evaluation, visualization, and analysis scientific workflows in a transparent way to facilitate carbon cycle
model benchmarking and analysis. This demonstration was made on the Multi-scale Synthesis and Terrestrial
Model Intercomparison Project (MsTMIP) , the goal of which is to provide feedback to the terrestrial biospheric
modeling community to improve the diagnosis and attribution of carbon sources and sinks across regional
and global scales through the intercomparison of model output and observation data. To achieve the goal of
MsTMIP, harmonized integration of highly diverse and heterogeneous model outputs, and observation data with
scientific workflows is critical for the successful implementation of an integrated model-benchmarking framework.
This work currently focuses on the use of the GCI Access Broker: a middleware component that provides
access to datasets according to a “common grid environment” – i.e. Coordinate Reference System (CRS), spatial
resolution, spatial extent (e.g., a subset of a data set), and data encoding format. In this way, users are able to
access the “standardized” model outputs and benchmark data based on their specific needs to explore, analyze, and
seamlessly compare them in scientific workflows (e.g. Vistrails). In this work, the GCI Access Broker provides
both model output and benchmark data as netCDF following to the Climate and Forecast (CF) conventions through
an OGC WCS interface. At the backend of the GCI Access Broker, it accesses the original benchmark data in
HDF-EOS format and original model output data in netCDF format via FTP protocol. Besides the new frontend
interfaces and data models that the Access Broker had to support at the backend (e.g. HDF files and FTP transfer
protocol), it was necessary to enhance the functionalities of the GCI Access Broker. In fact, there was the need to
aggregate two or more model outputs along the time axis. This way, all model outputs are published as a unique
coverage and the client can transparently retrieve a coverage with the needed time extent instead of requesting
a set of files and aggregate them locally. In the future, we will explore the application of GCI Discovery Broker
to allow the transparent and dynamic discovery of models, model outputs, and observation data resources in an
integrated model-benchmarking framework.
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